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ABSTRACT
Objectives: To characterize the main identified mutations on cystic fibrosis
transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) in a group of children and adolescents at
a cystic fibrosis center and its association with the clinical and laboratorial characteristics.
Method: Descriptive cross-sectional study including patients with cystic fibrosis who
had two alleles identified with CFTR mutation. Clinical, anthropometrical, laboratorial
and pulmonary function (spirometry) data were collected from patients’ records in charts
and described with the results of the sample genotyping. Results: 42 patients with
cystic fibrosis were included in the study. The most frequent mutation was F508del,
covering 60 alleles (71.4%). The second most common mutation was G542X (six
alleles, 7.1%), followed by N1303K and R1162X mutations (both with four alleles each).
Three patients (7.14%) presented type III and IV mutations, and 22 patients (52.38%)
presented homozygous mutation for F508del. Thirty three patients (78.6%) suffered
of pancreatic insufficiency, 26.2% presented meconium ileus, and 16.7%, nutritional
deficit. Of the patients in the study, 59.52% would be potential candidates for the
use of CFTR-modulating drugs. Conclusions: The mutations of CFTR identified more
frequently were F508del and G542X. These are type II and I mutations, respectively.
Along with type III, they present a more severe cystic fibrosis phenotype. More than
half of the sample (52.38%) presented homozygous mutation for F508del, that is,
patients who could be treated with Lumacaftor/Ivacaftor. Approximately 7% of the
patients (7.14%) presented type III and IV mutations, therefore becoming candidates
for the treatment with Ivacaftor.
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INTRODUCTION
Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a genetic autosomal recessive
disorder, more common in Euro-descendant populations,
caused by variations in the gene sequence which codifies
the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator
(CFTR) protein.(1) This gene is located in the long arm of
chromosome 7 (locus 7q31), and is divided in 27 exons,
generating a protein composed of 1,480 amino acids.
The estimated prevalence in several countries is of 1
for every 2,800-3,500 live births.(2) In Brazil, about 1 out
of 10 thousand live births presents with the disorder.(3)
Mutations in CFTR establish a multisystemic aspect for

the disease, characterized by pulmonary, gastrointestinal
and sweat gland disorders.(4)
Life expectancy in patients with CF has been improving,
and, nowadays, more than half of them have reached
adulthood.(2) Such an improvement, among other factors,
is owed to the increment in innovative treatments and
the advancement of interdisciplinary care addressed
to the patient with CF.(5) Recently, specific therapies
addressed to the CFTR channel, which are able to correct
the basic flow, have been developed and approved for
use in several countries. These targeted drugs aim at
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transforming CF therapy, making the prescription of
drugs more accurate.(6)
Some protocols include genetic evaluation to
complement neonatal screening and clinical diagnosis
of CF, allowing the identification of patients who
are eligible to mutation-specific therapies.(7) The
variants identified in CFTR are divided in six classes
of mutations, based on their functional effects.(1)
The relationship between genotype and the clinical
consequences of all variants, however, requires further
understanding.
This study aimed at reporting the main CFTR
mutations identified in a group of children and

The reference center has multidisciplinary staff
composed of physicians, nutritionists, physical
therapists and psychologists, who regularly follow-up
more than 100 patients (children and adults).
The patients are periodically followed-up with clinical
examinations (assessment of nutritional status and
body mass index – BMI), laboratory examinations
(albumin, glucose, liver function and stool elastase,
according to indication) and spirometry (forced
expiratory volume in 1 second – FEV1). Besides, the
analysis of sputum culture or oropharyngeal swab
is routine, in order to identify the colonization by
Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PA). The molecular analysis

adolescents followed-up at a multidisciplinary
center for CF treatment in the South of Brazil, and
at associating such mutations to specific clinical and
laboratory characteristics.

of CFTR is carried out for all patients with clinical
diagnosis (based on the symptoms and chloride in the
sweat > 60), but without a definitive genetic diagnosis,
in the following order: F508del genotype, kits for the
study of mutations and sequencing; the investigation
is interrupted when two alleles are identified.
The genotyping of the F508del mutation is the
most frequent one in the population with CF, so it
was presented in patients with clinical diagnosis.
Heterozygotic individuals, or the ones who did not
present with this mutation, carried out a panel of
mutations with commercial kits of 32 to 97 mutations.
In cases in which the genetic change had not been
identified in both alleles, the complete sequencing of

METHOD
This is a cross-sectional, descriptive study. Patients
who were followed-up at a reference center in the
South of Brazil were included. The subjects with
suggestive clinical history who were included had
their diagnosis confirmed by laboratory examinations
(sweat electrolyte test), and had the identification
of two mutations in the CFTR. Figure 1 presents the
flow chart of the inclusion of individuals in the study.

Database of patients with
cystic fibrosis
n = 103
Patients without genotyping
availuable were excluded
(N=45)
Patients with genotyping
n = 58

Survey and description of the mutations
present in this sample of patients
Patients excluded with a
single known allele
n = 16

Patients with two known alleles
n = 42

Analysis of clinical,
anthropometric, nutritional and
laboratory characteristics
Figure 1. Flowchart of the inclusion of patients in the study.
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the CFTR was performed. The analyses were conducted
by different laboratories, according to the availability
of the health system or private health insurance plan.
All of the collected data (age, immunoreactive
trypsin dosage – IRT, chloride in the sweat, genotype,
colonization, spirometry and clinical aspects) were
obtained based on the information from the patients’
charts. Simultaneously, a literature review was carried
out regarding the phenotype described for the most
frequent mutations found in our sample.
This study was approved by the Research Ethics
Committee of Pontifícia Universidade Católica do
Rio Grande do Sul (PUC-RS) and is registered by n.

class I, with mutation G542X (p.Gly542X), present
in six alleles (7.14%), followed by the mutations
N1303K (p.Asn1303Lys) and R1162X (p.Arg1162X),
also class I, in four alleles (4.76%) each.
Of the 42 patients analyzed, 11 (26.2%) had
meconium ileus, in which the following mutations were
identified: F508del, G542X and R1162X. All of these
represented mutation F508del, and seven patients
(63.6%) were homozygous for this mutation. Three
patients (27.3%) pointed mutation G542X as the second
allele, and one patient showed mutation R1162X.
Regarding nutritional status, seven patients (16.7%)
had deficit, characterized by BMI being below the

49692115.7.0000.5336.

lower limit of normal before or after the condition
was diagnosed, and in these cases the following
mutations were identified: F508del, R1162X e R347X;
all of them contained mutation F508del. Of these,
four were homozygous for F508del, two presented
R1162X, and one, mutation R347X.
The patients were colonized by different types of
bacteria: Staphylococcus aureus (SA), Pseudomonas
aeruginosa (PA), Burkholderia cepacia (BC),
Haemophilus influenzae and Methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA). The most common
bacteria was SA, present in 28 of the 42 analyzed
patients. PA was observed in 14 patients, all of whom
presented the allele F508del; nine (64.3%) were
homozygous for this mutation. BC was present in four
patients, who had mutations F508del (3/8 alleles),
R1162X (2/8 alleles) and N1303K, 711+5G>A,
1078delT.

RESULTS
Of the 103 patients with CF followed-up at the
multidisciplinary center, 58 (56.3%) have been
genotyped. Of these, 42 (72.4%) were included in
the study for presenting both known alleles of CFTR.
Table 1 contains data referring to the sweat test and
age of the patients, and Table 2 shows the clinical,
nutritional, and pulmonary function characteristics
according to the identification of the mutations in
each one of the alleles. The most frequent mutation
was class II, represented by F508del (p.Phe508del),
present in 38 patients (90.48%), and comprehending
71.43% (60 alleles) of the total identified alleles.
Among the patients who presented with alterations
for p.Phe.508del, 57.89% were homozygous for the
mutation. The second most common mutation was

Table 1. Mutations of the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR), values of chloride in the sweat
test (sweat Cl) and current age of patients with cystic fibrosis (CF).

Patients (n)

Allele 1

Mutation Class
allele 1

Allele 2

Mutation Class
allele 2

Sweat Cl
(mEq/L)

22

F508del

II

F508del

II

86.51 ± 26.54

9.01 ± 7.20

5

F508del

II

G542X

I

84.66 ± 16.50

11.262 ± 7.3

3

F508del

II

N1303K

II

67.9 ± 0.00*

13.56 ± 3.66

3

F508del

II

R1162X

I

102 ± 19.09

6.66 ± 2.57

1

F508del

II

D1152H

IV

28

3.4

1

F508del

II

3272-26A>G

V

89

11.8

1

F508del

II

R347H

IV

88

2.11

1

F508del

II

G85E

II

76

9.7

1

F508del

II

R1066C

II

-

20

1

G542X

I

G551D

III

-

20.5

1

P205S

IV

3132delTG

I

92

13.1

1

N1303K

II

1078delT

I

79

7.6

1

711+5G>A

I

R1162X

I

-

17.1

Data presented in mean and standard deviation; *only 1/3 of the patients had these data collected.
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Regarding pulmonary function, of the 22 patients
who were homozygous for the change in class II
p.Phe508del, 12 underwent spirometry, with FEV1
values ranging from 24 to 100% of the predicted
value. The lowest values were observed in patients
aged more than 18 years, showing reduction in
pulmonary function with age. Of the three heterozygous
patients for both mutations F508del/N1303K, one of
them underwent spirometry with FEV1 value being
77%, and this patient was also colonized by SA. Of
the five patients who were heterozygous for both
mutations, three presented FEV1 ranging from 72 and
100%; they were all aged more than 15 years, one

In this sample of patients with CF, F508deI was
the most common mutation, affecting more than
50% of the homozygous individuals. This class II
mutation, responsible for the incorrect processing of
the CFTR protein, present in approximately 70% of
the Caucasian population with CF(9), is considered as
a severe mutation, showing the classic phenotype of
the disease. Individuals who are homozygous for this
mutation usually present with high sweat chloride test
results (mean of 98 mEq/L), early signs of respiratory
symptoms, reduced pulmonary function, pancreatic
insufficiency and delayed growth(10). It is the most
known and studied mutation that causes CF.

colonized by PA, and the other two, by SA. Of the two
patients who were heterozygous for both mutations
F508del/R1162X, FEV1 corresponded to 46 to 54%,
in percentile, and these patients were aged between
5 and 10 years. In cases in which mutations only
appeared once (F508del/3272-26A>G, F508del/G85E,
F508del/R1066C, F508del/G551D, P2055/3132delTG,
N1303K/1078delT, 711+5G>A/R1162X), FEV1 ranged
from 43 to 104% of the predicted value.

Three other mutations were observed often in our
sample: G542X, R1162X and N1303K. Mutation G542X
(class I), characterized by a change that results in
the absence of the CFTR protein, was the second
most prevalent in this sample of patients (six alleles,
7.14%), and its frequency is estimated between 2.7
and 8.5% in Brazil.(11,12) This mutation is responsible
for the high incidence of meconium ileus.(13) In our
sample, most patients who presented with one allele of
the mutation G542X also had pancreatic insufficiency
(66.7%). A study that assessed clinical variables in
148 patients with this mutation verified that all of
them had pancreatic insufficiency, which shows its
severity.(14) Patients with mutation R1162X (class I)
presented high sweat chloride test results (mean of
103 mEq/L), mild to moderate pulmonary disease and
pancreatic insufficiency. Class II mutation N1303K is

DISCUSSION
Genotype-phenotype associations in CF, modifier
genes, epigenetic factors, and environmental influence
help to understand the broad spectrum of disease
manifestations, which can range between single to
multisystemic involvement, and between mild to
severe disease.(8)

Table 2. Genotyping and clinical characteristics of the patients with cystic fibrosis.

n

Allele 1

Allele 2

MI

PI

BMI
(percentile)

PA

FEV1 (% of the
prediction)

22

F508del

F508del

31.82% (7)

77.3% (17)

47.27 ± 33.29

40.9% (9)

71.91 ± 25.48

5

F508del

G542X

60% (3)

60% (3)

58.2 ± 27.14

20% (1)

89 ± 19.31

3

F508del

N1303K

0

100% (3)

53 ± 39.23

33.33% (1)

77 ± 0.00*

3

F508del

R1162X

33.33% (1)

66.66% (2)

70.66 ± 28.99

33.33% (1)

50 ± 5.65

1

F508del

D1152H

no

no

26

no

-

1

F508del

3272-26A>G

no

yes

75

yes

73

1

F508del

R347H

no

yes

91

no

-

1

F508del

G85E

no

yes

99

no

104

1

F508del

R1066C

no

yes

92

yes

78

1

G542X

G551D

no

yes

40

no

82

1

P205S

3132delTG

no

yes

21

no

43

1

N1303K

1078delT

no

yes

51

no

29

1

711+5G>A

R1162X

no

yes

79

no

103

MI: meconium ileus; PI: pancreatic insufficiency with laboratory confirmation; BMI: body mass index; PA: colonization
by Pseudomonas aeruginosa; FEV1: Forced expiratory volume in 1 second; *only 1/3 of the patients had this data
collected 1/3.
Data presented in mean and standard deviation or percentage and absolute number.
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among the most common ones(10) for patients with
CF, whose frequency is higher than 1%, and shows
great variation between countries and ethnicities.
(15-17)
Considered as a severe mutation, its phenotype
is related to severe pancreatic consequences, and
may lead to pancreatic insufficiency and diabetes
mellitus.(15,16,18) Regarding pulmonary phenotype,
the severity of the disease indicates great variability
between the different mutations.(15,18) In this sample,
patients identified with mutation N1303K in one of
the alleles had pancreatic insufficiency.
The other mutations that were found, being each
of them presented in one patient, were revised next.

the mild phenotype of the disease. Patients with one
3272-26A>G allele and another one in class I-III have
less severe clinical manifestations (late diagnosis,
better pulmonary function and lower incidence of
PA) when compared to patients with two mutations
of class I-III.(24,25)
Mutation R347H (class IV) is related with pancreatic
insufficiency and infection by PA. Of the 161 patients
analyzed, with mean age of 23 years who have this
mutation and another one for CF, pulmonary function,
expressed by the spirometry predictive value (FEV1%),
in children aged less than 10 years ranged from 95 to
139%; among individuals aged from 10 to 20 years,

Mutation 3132del TG (class I) is rare, and ongoing
population studies(10) will help to determine its disease
phenotype. Mutation 711+5G>A (class I) is more
common among Hispanic Americans and in Northeast
Italy. A study that included two patients with this
mutation associated with F508del showed that these
patients had chronic colonization by PA and SA, liver
disease and pancreatitis more often.(19)
The class III G551D mutation, which is related to
the obstruction of the chloride passage through the
CFTR protein channel, is associated with pulmonary
disease, pancreatic insufficiency, infection by PA
and sweat test with increased values. Of the 2,915
patients analyzed, with mean age of 20 years, with
this mutation and another mutation for CF, pulmonary
function, expressed by spirometry predicted values
(FEV1%), in children aged less than 10 years, ranged
from 73 to 128%, and between 10 and 20 years of
age, from 49 to 121%. Ninety percent (n = 2,480) of
the patients presented with pancreatic insufficiency,
and 59%, with colonization by PA.(10)
Of the patients with CF, 0.7% have at least one
copy of the G85E mutation (class II).(20,21) Patients
with genotype G85E/F508del are similar to the ones
homozygous for F508del, when it comes to mean
age of diagnosis, mean values of chloride in the
sweat, weight/height ratio, spirometry (FEV1), and
colonization by PA.(22)
Mutation P205S (class IV, characterized by changes
in the conduction of chloride through the CFTR
protein channel) is associated with a mild phenotype
of the disease, being characterized by pancreatic
sufficiency(10,23) and lack of gastrointestinal symptoms
in most patients.(23) These present sweat chloride test
with mean of 84 mEq/L. About 50% of the patients
present colonization by PA or other pathogens,(10) but,
in general, demonstrate good evolution.
Mutation 3272-26A>G (class V, result of the
insufficient amount of the normal CFTR protein
present in the cellular surface) is associated with

from 78 to 131%, and for those aged more than 20
years, from 34 to 107%.(10)
Mutation R1066C (class II) represents 5% of
mutations for CF in Portugal, and 1% in Spain, places
where a study assessed 28 patients with this mutation.
It is a severe mutation, similar to that observed in
patients homozygous for F508del.(26)
The presence of mutation D1152H (class IV),
combined with another mutation that causes CF, does
not manifest the disease in all patients. Individuals
who have this mutation associated with another one,
which is known to cause CF, must undergo frequent
check-up sessions, even if asymptomatic.(10) Most
chloride values in the sweat test is 45 mEq/L, and
most patients have sufficient pancreas. Mean age
at the time of diagnosis is 33 years. According to
clinical studies, when it is concomitant to other
mutations, D1152H usually causes pulmonary
symptoms; however, these are not severe and
associated with prolonged survival rates.(27) Mutation
1078delT (class I) can be phenotypically manifested
by pancreatic insufficiency, (10) and individuals
who have it may present with cirrhosis and mild
pulmonary disease.(10,28,29)
Currently, the development of drugs which improve
CFTR function have shown promising results in the
course of the disease, and may be able to contribute
with the increasing life expectancy in patients with
CF. Two systemic modulators of CFTR were assessed
in clinical trials involving patients with CF, and
approved by the American agency Food and Drug
Administration (FDA).
Ivacaftor (VX-770) is a drug that potentializes the
CFTR regulator, increasing the ionic function in the
cellular surface, improving the obstruction of airways
due to the retention of water and increasing mucus
purification. This drug can be used for patients who
have one of the 33 mutations of classes III and IV —
among them, mutations G551D, R347H and 1152H,
present in three patients (7.14%) of this study.(30-33)
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Lumacaftor (VX-809) is a CFTR corrector, which
increases the amount of protein located in the surface
of the cell; its effect is added to Ivacaftor, whose effect
potentializes the chloride channels.(33) A study published
in 2014, which included patients of 24 centers of cystic
fibrosis in Australia, Belgium, Germany, New Zealand
and the United States, showed that the association of
Ivacaftor/Lumacaftor does not have significant effects
for patients heterozygous for the class II mutation
(p.Phe508del); however, patients who are homozygous
for the mutation presented a reduction in the frequency
of exacerbations and improvement of FEV1.(34)
Recently, the FDA has approved the drug that

to the cellular surface, and then Ivacaftor helps the
ionic CFTR channel to stay open for longer periods
of time. Results of two phase 3 studies showed that
the treatment with this medication has significantly
improved pulmonary function and other health measures
in comparison to placebo, showing a favorable safety
profile. In our sample of patients, 27 (64.2%) of them
would potentially benefit from this drug.
In conclusion, the mutations more often identified
were F508del and G542X, which have higher severity
profiles. In our sample, 22 patients (52.38%) would
be potential candidates for the use of the compound
Lumacaftor-Ivacaftor, which has proven to be effective

combines Tezacaftor (VX-661) and Ivacaftor as therapy
for patients with CF aged 12 years or more, who carry
two copies of the F508del mutation, or for patients who
are heterozygous for this mutation associated with a
second mutation, which results in the residual function
of CFTR. Tezacaftor helps the CFTR protein to dislocate

in subjects aged more than 6 years homozygous for
the F508del mutation. Besides, three patients (7.14%)
would be candidates for the use of Ivacaftor, drug
that can be used in individuals who present with 33
class III or IV mutations, such as G551D, R347H and
1152H, which were present in these patients.
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